
Goalie Gear: Our Best Friend on the Ice (Part 2) 

 

 

This is the second of a two-part series. Read part 1 in the Dec. 19, 2013, 
edition of Let’s Play Hockey.   

By Jeff Hall  
Goalcrease  

 
The old cliché states that the goalposts are a goalie’s best friend. Since a puck 

hitting the post and bouncing out is actually the same as a puck going wide and 
hitting the boards, I’ll tell you about a real best friend, the goalie’s gear. 

At Goalcrease we have our own ice sheet and goalie pro shop. Offering up to 
20 lessons a day, we coach goalies as often as anyone in the world. The 
experience we have gained in the last decade from teaching and outfitting 
thousands of goalies of all shapes and sizes has given us unique and valuable 
insight into the world of goalie equipment. We understand better than anyone 
how important the gear is to a goalie’s performance, confidence, and overall 
enjoyment of the game.  

Leg Pad Guidelines: A very important piece to the goalie puzzle, we have 



seen a simple upgrade in leg pads give goalies an enourmous confidence boost. 
The wrong pad can slow a goalie down, throw them off balance, and leave them 
unprotected. The right pad can fix all of these problems, making the goalie’s job 
much more enjoyable. 

• Mobility: All goalies (especially younger ones) should avoid over-sized pads 
that inhibit skating and crease movement or force goalies into a wide stance. (A 
wide stance should be a choice, not a necessity.) Young goalies should also 
avoid pads that are too wide. Pads come in different widths and sizing 
categories. Youth- 9", Junior-10", Intermediate- 10"-10.5"-or 11", and Senior 11". 
You need to skate in the pads to make sure you have the right width in addition 
to height. At Goalcrease, goalies can try any pad on the ice before they decide. 

• Protection: If they are too small, they don’t protect the knees as well. Some 
less expensive models have less padding on the back of the leg/calf area. 

• Comfort/Feel: Every goalie has different taste. Try pads on and move 
around on the ice to decide which one feels “right” to the goalie. 

• Don’t get caught up in the “breaks”: Single break, double break, no break, 
internal breaks, these are all features and options on new pads that affect the flex 
around the knee. Lots of goalies think they need a certain number or breaks to 
close their five-hole or to get the softness or stiffness they are looking for. The 
truth is there are many factors that affect how a pad bends and comes together in 
the middle. The shape/curve of the pad and the various foams used have a 
greater impact.  It doesn’t always have to have to be the “thigh rise” (face of the 
pad that covers the thigh when standing) that closes. Many goalies rely as much 
or more on the “knee stacks” and knee pads to come together behind the pad’s 
front for five-hole closure. 

• Knee Rolls and Flat Faced Pads: These are other features that goalies 
fixate on too much. Pads with the more traditional look have three “rolls” on top of 
the knee. This is a carry-over from the old days when pads were stuffed with 
horse hair. Many goalies believe the knee rolls give the pad greater flexibility, but 
this is simply not true. Those rolls you see on popular pads like the Vaughn 
Velocity and CCM ExtremeFlex are purely superficial. They give the pad a certain 
look and really don’t affect performance in any way. What does affect those two 
models is the thin layer of tempur foam under the skin. The same foam used in 
the famous mattresses deadens rebounds a bit more than most flat-faced pads. 
Flat-faced pads are designed to defect pucks farther away towards the corners. 
Which method is better is purely up to the individual and may depend on how 
exactly you use your pads in your butterfly. Rebound control off the pads will 
never be an exact science. 



• Toe Laces: Learn proper use of toe lacing (for a video, visit goalcrease.com 
and click on pro shop) and avoid the “flex toe” versions. These are bungee straps 
that pull the pad too tight to the toe of the skate. 

  

Pants, Arm and Chest Pad Guidelines: 

• Protection and Performance: The best goalies are in position, square to the 
puck, so that most of the shots come right at them. If lacking the right gear on 
their thighs, hips, chest, and arms, they will not position themselves consistently.  

• The Tuck-in Method: We find that most goalies benefit from using 
suspenders to hold up a loose fitting pant. This allows for more blocking surface 
around the hips as well as room to tuck the chest pad into the waist. The 
suspenders are then brought over the top of the chest pad (for a  video go to 
www.goalcrease.com and click pro shop for a demonstration). 

• Shopping is different: Remember, goalies are not shopping for skinny jeans 
here. You want those pants to fit very loose and yes, it will look funny when you 
try them on in the shop without the rest of your gear. It is OK to laugh, because 
they do look a little like clown pants at first. The chest pad has similar issues. 
Goalies will try them on in the store and they immediately notice everything that 
is uncomfortable about it. But the best goalies look past that and they imagine 
what it’s like to get hit with pucks. If it’s too comfortable, it probably is built more 
like a sweatshirt than a piece of armor. So don’t go into it expecting to buy 
something that fits soft like your pajamas. Shop for something that you can take 
into battle. 

  

Blocker Guidelines: 

• Grip a stick: When selecting a blocker, goalies should grip a stick and make 
sure they like how the finger pads line up. Some blockers will leave the finger too 
exposed for a goalie’s liking. Others will have so much padding that it hinders 
their grip or forces the hand to come to the stick at a different angle. Also try a flat 
paddle save position. 

• Balance: A few blockers are made with palm placed higher on the board or 
even off-set to one side. Make a few blocker save punching motions and see if 
your wrist has room to move and if it feels balanced on the hand. 



• Sizing and weight: If the blocker is too big and heavy it may force the goalie 
to drop their shoulder having a negative impact on the entire stance and stick 
position. Keep it as light as possible.  

Catch Glove Guidelines: Catching a puck is one of the most fun saves a 
goalie can make. Yet we see goalie’s all the time with gloves that make it nearly 
impossible. Many are too big, too stiff, or were broken in poorly. Usually it’s a 
combination of all three. It’s more fun to play if they have a glove that works for 
them. 

• Problems with sizing: Just because it’s bigger doesn’t mean it will make 
more saves. The bigger they are, they heavier they are. The catching motion is 
really one of fine-motor skills and using the small muscles in the wrist and hand 
more than the big muscles in the shoulders and upper arms. A heavy glove 
makes the young goalie wave their arm in a big motion, usually moving it forward 
or backward. The proper motion is up, down or side to side and within a very 
small space. Plus, most of the manufacturers make Junior and Intermediate 
sized gloves that are actually stiffer in the palm than their Senior counterparts. 

Even though we sell used equipment as well, even most of those Junior gloves 
aren’t broken in at all. This makes it even harder for those young goalies to learn 
to catch. Since there are very few really good Jr and Int catchers on the market, 
we at Goalcrease keep a very close watch to find the best options and those are 
the only options you will find in our store. You can find a lot of bad ones if you’re 
not careful. 

• Breaking It In: Catch gloves are the most intricately built piece of equipment 
and should be treated as such. Just throwing it in the bottom of the bag and 
smashing the other gear on top of it can cause irreparable damage to the break 
in the palm.  Instead, close the glove at the optimum angle and secure it with a 
lace or strap during transit. Loosen it later for proper drying. Gloves can be baked 
in a convection oven to help start the break in process, but playing hockey and 
making saves is still the best way. Since they are made of synthetics, do not use 
baseball glove oils. When not playing, you can wear the glove around the house 
to help. 

• Pocket size: This should not be a main factor in your glove of choice. Some 
gloves appear to have a deeper pocket, but not in a way that truly helps catch 
more. Trust me,  if a puck hits the webbing, it’s going to stay in there regardless 
of how deep it is. 

• Break angle and shape: These features are more important. Some catchers 
are more round and some more of an oval. Some close across the palm at a 60-



degree angle, others at 90 degrees. There’s a lot of variety out there and every 
goalie has their preferences. Try to find something that is comfortable on the 
hand, light and balanced. The center of gravity should be as close to the palm as 
possible.  

Goalie Mask Guidelines:  

• Protection Comes From Proper Fit. There are a lot of good masks out 
there and most offer great protection, but it has to fit properly. Make sure you are 
buying from an expert who can tell you if the size is right or if there are any 
adjustments to improve the fit. 

• Shell Construction: Other protection factors are the foam and the shell 
contruction. Most shells are hand laid from fiberglass/carbon/aramid materials. 
The most expensive masks have the most aramid fibers because they are both 
lighter and stronger. These types of shells are ridged, durable, and can be 
painted. The least expensive masks are actually mass produced with more 
flexible materials and cannot be painted. At Goalcrease, we recommend these 
for only the youngest goalies. 

• Paint Jobs Not Necessary For Most: As coaches as well as outfitters, we at 
Goalcrease believe that painting a goalie mask should be a low priority. You can 
spend a lot of money as a paint job that won’t make stopping the puck any 
easier. Or you can spend that money on training or an upgrade in a more 
functional part of your armor. We do, however, appreciate the tremendous skill 
that goalie mask painters possess and their services are a valuable part of the 
goalie community. 

While paint jobs can have great artistic value and painted masks can become 
an important memento or keepsake, there are other options for those who want 
their masks to be unique. For example, we have lots of young goalies come to us 
with very creative and intricate mask designs they made themselves out of 
colored electrical tape. One advantage to this is that they can easily change their 
design to try something new or to match a different team. And the player has the 
satisfaction of creating their own art rather than paying for someone else’s. 

• Sightlines: Just like every car has unique blind spots, every mask will have 
different sightlines. The importance of sight cannot be overstated. If the mask is 
too big the chin area will block the ability to look down. Also if the chin is too long, 
it will be harder to turn the head when the puck moves quickly across or behind 
the net.  

• Cages differences: The different cage designs are a minor factor in sight. 



With any cage, you will be able to look past the bars and see the play. However, 
the certified “cat eye” cages have the most bars and will thus have the worst 
sightlines. Non-certified cat eye cages should only be used by those over 18 
according to USA Hockey (Hockey Canada has banned them altogether). We 
recommend that most goalies use a certified straight bar cage. The CCM mask is 
a new product that comes with a straight bar cage designed for optimal vision. 
The CCM Pro comes with a titanium cage which is the lightest and strongest 
material available. The CCM 9000 offers a stainless steel cage like that of most 
other brands. 

 As Director at Goalcrease in Edina, Jeff Hall has logged more than 1,000 
hours per year coaching goalies since 2002. He has overseen the training of 
thousands of goalies from ages 6-50, from beginners to pros. He is committed to 
the skill development of Minnesota’s youth and high school goalies. 

	  


